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Let K be a knot (= embedded

circle) in the 3-dim. sphere S3.

By E(K), we denote the exterior;

(= S3 − open tubular nhd. of K).

本質的曲面: Essential surface

A properly embedded surface F

in E(K) is called essential if

it does not admit the following.



境界スロープ: Boundary slope

Let F : essential surface in E(K)

with boundary ∂F .

On the torus appearing as ∂E(K),

∂F determines a slope,

called the boundary slope of F .

—————————————

スロープ: Slope

= isotopy class of simple closed curves

Fact:
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境界スロープ集合: B(K)

= set of boundary slopes for K

(regarded as a subset of Q)

Facts.

·B(K) is a finite set. [Hatcher]

·B(K) contains at least two

elements if K is non-trivial.

[Culler-Shalen]

Remark:

B(K) = {0} iff K is trivial.



境界スロープ集合の直径: Diam B(K)

= (greatest)−(least) in B(K).

Fact [Culler-Shalen].

Diam B(K) ≥ 2

for any non-trivial knot K in S3.

Remark:

Not true for other 3-manifolds.

Fact.

Diam B(K) ≥ 2 cr(K)

for alternating knots in S3.



Let K be a knot in a closed ori-

entable 3-manifold.

Fact [石川-Mattman-下川].

Suppose that K is hyperbolic

and the meridian m is not

a strict boundary slope.

Then Diam B(K) >

∥∥∥∥p
q

∥∥∥∥
q·‖m‖ for

any detective boundary slope p
q.

Culler-Shalen norm: ‖ · ‖
is defined by using the trace function

on the character variety (= set of char-

acters of SL2(C)-rep’s of π1(E(K)).



Theorem.

Suppose that K is hyperbolic

and the meridian m is not

a strict boundary slope.

Then

Diam B(K) >

∥∥∥∥∥pq
∥∥∥∥∥

q · ‖m‖

for any boundary slope p
q , and

Diam B(K) ≤ 2max



∥∥∥∥∥pi
qi

∥∥∥∥∥
qi · ‖m‖

 .


